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georgeoh 
Veteran Member
Northern California

 

Join Date: Jan 2005
Posts: 719
 

 Re: Gum Turpentine

Quote:

Originally Posted by nicanfhilidh
George, I appreciate the corrections on technical points, although my information is that the finest grades of turpentine
come from two particular species of pine trees that are native to the southeastern US.

It is a romantic notion that the best turpentine comes from the Southeastern United States, but it simply is not true. There is no
evidence to suport that statement.

  
 

Quote:

Originally Posted by nicanfhilidh
I do stand by my assertion that the turpentine sold in hardware stores is greatly inferior to the turpentine sold expressedly
for artists. My eyes, nose, and head will not be convinced otherwise.

You will have to qualify in what way it is "greatly inferior" in order for me to agree. If you refer to the smell, yes, I too prefer the
smell of gum turpentine to that of modified turpentine. In this way, it is inferior. But I cannot categorically say that all hardware
store-bought gum turpentine is inferior for dissolving natural resins, thinning drying oil and paint and diluting varnish.

  
For example, Natural Pigments is presently making several types of mastic and damar varnishes that can also be used as painting
mediums. Most of these use gum turpentine as the solvent, but we are also making a varnish with a mixture of aromatic and other
hydrocrabon solvents. The performance of these solvents in this application is better, because they are less liable to leave a resinous
residue which is a fault of all turpentines. In this way, the hydrocarbon solvents are surperior to gum turpentine.

  
Whether or not hardware store-bought gum turpentine contains other solvents, has been modified in some way, or is not suitable for
dissolving natural resins, thinning drying oil, leaving an objectionable residue and yellowing the paint film (which is the criteria I use)
cannot be determined by the eyes, nose, tongue or any other part of the body except through testing for these criteria. Of course,
your personal experience with different turpentine brands may lead you to believe in the efficacy of one brand over another, but
without lab testing and perhaps blind testing among artists of individual brands, I cannnot categorically agree with your statement.
It is an assertion without strong evidence. Interestingly, it is an assertion I often hear repeated but have not encountered evidence
to categorically support it. While it may be true for some brands sold in hardware stores, it is not true for all. I have tested some
brands sold in hardware store and found that they are puire gum turpentine. I have also found some modified turpentine brands,
while not smelling nice, do behave in the way I would expect turpentine to behave.
__________________

 George O'Hanlon

Last edited by georgeoh : 01-29-2007 at 04:30 PM.
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A WetCanvas! Patron Saint
NE Oklahoma

 

Join Date: Nov 2002
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Re: Gum Turpentine

Was Mr Meyer writing about the quality of turpentine or the behavior? I would expect to smell pine in any turpentine product derived
from conifers, and would regard any product near odorless as inadequate. I would also expect that the quality of the present-day
hardware store pinus solvents is leaps and bounds better than any used during the Renaissance. 

  
I actually prefer the hardware store stuff because I LIKE the sweet smell AND it BEHAVES as well as the over-hyped glass bottled
product. Besides, I'll never use enough of it in a medium mixture to worry about any yellowing. 

  
-Harry

 01-30-2007, 02:39 AM

gunzorro 
A WetCanvas! Patron Saint
Simi Valley, California

 

Join Date: Mar 2004
Posts: 3,303
  

 
Re: Gum Turpentine

George -- I don't mean to put words in your mouth, but you are basically saying to buy various types and test to see if it meets the
artist's needs. If it does, buy the cheapest available. Is that essentially the message?

 01-30-2007, 03:33 AM

georgeoh 
Veteran Member
Northern California

 

Join Date: Jan 2005
Posts: 719
 

Re: Gum Turpentine

No and yes. What I am saying is that to categorically dismiss all hardware store-bought turpentine as unfit for painting is not a
statement that can be supported by any documented rationale. If one wants to use turpentine from a hardware store, test it out and
determine if it works for your application.

  
Personally, I prefer gum turpentine for many painting applications, but I have found gum turpentine brands at hardware stores that
were pure gum turpentine -- equivalent to those found in art supply stores. Actually, they were from the same source, simply
custom toll packaged by the manufacturer for different distributors. It appears that Harry discovered the same thing.
__________________

 George O'Hanlon

Last edited by georgeoh : 01-30-2007 at 03:44 AM.

 01-30-2007, 08:29 AM

instantjim 
Senior Member
Perth, Western Australia

 

Join Date: Dec 2006
Posts: 111
  

 

Re: Gum Turpentine

Ai Carumba! I never realised this issue was so complex, however, as I mentioned in my last post I will try the evaporation test, this
is at least a starting point and I will know if there is a residue (however unlikely that might be) that it is not suitable, either being
adulterated, inferior in some way or old (I have a sample of turpentine that has gone off - so I am familiar with what that looks like,
smells like). I realise the gum turps may still be adulterated with a volitile solvent and not leave a residue (due to the solvent being
highly volatile). I need to have at least some criteria for deciding what is best. So I will compare it with the stuff I already have also.
I have no intention of disolving tree resins to make my own varnishes and essentially my question was to establish whether I could
use the same stuff to clean my brushes and make painting mediums. 

  
As for mentioning Venice turpentine, I used this only as an analogy (hardware store turpentine : art store turpentine as being
analogous to tack shop venice turpentine : art store venice turpentine). I probably just confused the matter.

  
Georgeoh - contrary to what you may believe I did read your post, I was merely trying to be polite to the people who responded, not
necessarily ascribing to each response equal credit.

  
In Australia number of substances are called turpentine, not all are gum, I have the suspicion that suppliers to hardware stores here
might not be as discriminating in using accurate nomenclature to describe their product as those in the US. I also suspect that there
may be some blending of petroleum based solvents with gum turpentine. I believe what the US calls mineral spirits is called
turpentine in Australia. There is also a product that is called "Artist's Turpentine" sold by an art materials company that has a
reduced odour and from memory is a blend of different solvents. I have some citrus turpentine that I will test I have to see if it
leaves a residue on paper. Currently I only really use it to clean brushes. Thanks for all those who put the time into responding to
this thread.

 jim

 01-30-2007, 11:45 AM

Tusitalo 
Senior Member
Taylor, Michigan USA

 

Join Date: Sep 2006
Posts: 473
  

 
Re: Gum Turpentine

OK, I may be way off base here and perhaps there is something that is just elluding me...but I use Mineral Spirits for thinning
paint and cleaning brushes...why use Turpentine at all??? Mineral spirits have very little odor and seems to work well. When it
evaporates it leaves no residual material on the work.

 Is there something that I am missing here? Is there a reason to use Tupentine at all anymore? Have "professional" oil painters some
mysterious secret that they don't want to share with us hacks
__________________

 TUSITALO  (that's how I sign paintings, you can call me TOM  ) 
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Ars aeternum, vita brevis
 See my ART at:

  
http://www.redbubble.com/people/tusitalo/portfolio

 
 01-30-2007, 01:12 PM

Enchanted 
Lord of the Arts  

Join Date: Mar 2004
Posts: 2,641
 

Re: Gum Turpentine

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tusitalo
OK, I may be way off base here and perhaps there is something that is just elluding me...but I use Mineral Spirits for
thinning paint and cleaning brushes...why use Turpentine at all??? Mineral spirits have very little odor and seems to work
well. When it evaporates it leaves no residual material on the work.

 Is there something that I am missing here? Is there a reason to use Tupentine at all anymore? Have "professional" oil
painters some mysterious secret that they don't want to share with us hacks

I am certainly NOT a hack and I agree totally with you!!! The ONLY time I use turpentine is when I'm dissolving damar crystals to
make damar varnish. After it's made, I use MINERAL SPIRITS to thin it or when using the damar in a medium mix. 

  
In the USA, mineral spirits are often labeled as "paint thinner." I presume there are some differences between brands, just as there
are with anything else. So it may well be that one brand of "paint thinner" is better for YOUR purposes than another brand. Here
again, you can pay "art store prices" for paint thinner rather than buying it at a commercial paint store or builder supply. 

  
One other note... I think there is some confusion when considering LINSEED OIL -vs- TURPENTINE. Linseed oil that is "refined" for
artist use is indeed different than the "boiled linseed oil" sold in commercial paint stores. That used by artists comes in several
varieties - sun thickened, stand oil, etc.

  

 01-30-2007, 01:15 PM

gunzorro 
A WetCanvas! Patron Saint
Simi Valley, California

 

Join Date: Mar 2004
Posts: 3,303
  

 
Re: Gum Turpentine

Turps vs. MS!
 Both have their place, but Turps is far more versatile.

  
MS will not disolve most resins, leaving residue in your brushes if you paint with most mediums. MS will not properly thin these
mediums -- almost all are made with a solution of turps.

 Turps is chemically active with the binding oils in most paints, and aid in faster drying.
 Turps evaporates faster than MS.

 Turps will remove paint build up more easily than MS, due to being a stronger solvent. MS may not remove varnishes.
  

MS is a good choice for mediums when you don't want to disturb lower layers of paint.
 MS is generally cheaper.

  
That's just about it. MS is okay. Turps is better for most things in painting, from paint thinning to brush cleaning. 

 And, for the record, lately I use more MS than turps, mainly for brush cleaning (paint without the use of resins).

 01-30-2007, 01:37 PM

Enchanted 
Lord of the Arts  

Join Date: Mar 2004
Posts: 2,641
 

Re: Gum Turpentine

Quote:

Originally Posted by gunzorro
Turps vs. MS!

 Turps is better for most things in painting, from paint thinning to brush cleaning. 
 

I disagree with that statement but not with the premise that turps are useful for more applications where dissolving RESINS is the
need. 

  
My previous remarks are addressed at the application of artist oil paints, not at use of resins (as in varnish). There is no resin in
artist paints that I use! Some people add resins as a constituent in the medium they use when painting. I do too, on occasion, but
even then I don't use turpentine - I use MS. It's a personal choice. Other artists swear by turpentine, as you do, or they use Venice
turpentine - as has also been mentioned. 

  
Since I rarely use resins when I'm painting, and the paints I purchase have no resins, MS works fine as a brush cleaner, as well as a
thinner in MY CASE. 

  
If and when I ever decide I need to remove dried resin (varnish) from one of my paintings, I will opt to use turpentine instead of MS
for dissolving, but will use MS for the final cleanup once the resin is dissolved.

  

 01-30-2007, 01:46 PM
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georgeoh 
Veteran Member
Northern California

 Join Date: Jan 2005
Posts: 719
 

Re: Gum Turpentine

Quote:

Originally Posted by instantjim
I will try the evaporation test, this is at least a starting point and I will know if there is a residue (however unlikely that
might be)

Jim, all turpentine products leave a residue. The point in the evaporation test is to determine if there are any visible residues.
  

 
Quote:

Originally Posted by instantjim
essentially my question was to establish whether I could use the same stuff to clean my brushes and make painting
mediums.

If all you want to do is to clean your brushes, then why not use an odorless mineral spirit? Use the cheapest possible, but it is only
used as a cleaning solvent. If you are mkaing painting mediums, then does this not mean dissolving resins or at least thinning
mediums and drying oils?
__________________

 George O'Hanlon

 01-30-2007, 01:52 PM

mad mike 
Senior Member
Spring Hill, FL

 

Join Date: Dec 2006
Posts: 343
  

 
Re: Gum Turpentine

George O. said:
 Quote:

Personally, I prefer gum turpentine for many painting applications, but I have found gum turpentine brands at hardware
stores that were pure gum turpentine -- equivalent to those found in art supply stores. Actually, they were from the same
source, simply custom toll packaged by the manufacturer for different distributors.

It seems to me that this hobby, just like every hobby I've ever been involved with, has the same problem.
  

Ferreting "Truth" out of "Marketing Hype."
  

Kind of like those who think that "all natural" on the label means "safe and good for you." Some of the most potent poisons in the
world occur in Nature.

  
I don't believe everything I read, without first considering the source. Unfortunately, most of what I read about painting products
was written by marketing weenies. (You can tell they are lying because their lips are moving.) Not to say all those "in the biz" are
untruthful, just that you should consider their motives when depending upon their advice.

  
Mike S.

 01-30-2007, 01:57 PM

georgeoh 
Veteran Member
Northern California

 

Join Date: Jan 2005
Posts: 719
 

 Mineral Spirits

Let's see if I can quickly make some sense of this discussion:
  

All turpentine products and mineral spirits are suitable for paint thinning applications.
  

Gum turpentine is a superior solvent when compared to mineral spirits for dissolving natural resins or thinning varnishes and
mediums containing natural resins.

  
Aromatic and hydrogenated hydrocarbon solvents are superior for dissolving and thinning some natural resins and most synthetic
resins, such as alkyds.

  
For cleaning brushes use the least expensive odorless mineral spirits available.
__________________

 George O'Hanlon

 01-31-2007, 02:10 AM

Cherylyn Gaiter 
Senior Member
Broken Hill, Australia(beautiful desert outback)

 

Join Date: Feb 2004
Posts: 350
  

 

Re: Gum Turpentine
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Hi everyone, I am a very confused learner. I have Art Spectrum Artist's Turpentine. It states on the bottle that it has less tack than
gum turpentine. Could someone explain please!! I am just about to do my first oil painting commission and I am trying to do most
stuff by the book. I really don't want to use the wrong stuff.

  
Thanks Cherylyn.
__________________

 

 

 01-31-2007, 02:52 AM

georgeoh 
Veteran Member
Northern California

 

Join Date: Jan 2005
Posts: 719
 

 Re: Gum Turpentine

Quote:

Originally Posted by Cherylyn Gaiter
I have Art Spectrum Artist's Turpentine. It states on the bottle that it has less tack than gum turpentine. Could someone
explain please!!

I do not know what tack means in this instance, unless you Aussies have a special meaning for this word. I can only inmagine it
refers to residue -- may be it has less residue than turpentine. It is probably a technical turpentine product and not gum turpentine.
If you are using it to thin your oil paint or clean your brushes, you are not going to endanger your painting. Even if you use it with
oleoresinous mediums, you will not do any damage. Relax, Cherylyn.
__________________

 George O'Hanlon

Last edited by georgeoh : 01-31-2007 at 02:54 AM.

 01-31-2007, 03:03 AM

gunzorro 
A WetCanvas! Patron Saint
Simi Valley, California

 

Join Date: Mar 2004
Posts: 3,303
  

 
Re: Gum Turpentine

Enchanted -- sorry, we cross posted -- while you were hitting "submit", I was still composing. I didn't intend to refute you, or seem
to.

 My point was that turps has a broader spectrum of use than MS. 
 BUT. . . if you aren't using resins in your paints (I do use quite a few Mussini) or mediums (guilty, on occasion), then MS is fine for

thinning and cleaning. I noted that I use more MS than turps, even being a resin fan. 
  

Cherylyn -- just try it and see how it thins your paints or cleans your brushes. This isn't rocket science!  The worst case scenario is
you might have to buy a new brush if it explodes! (joking, I'm joking!)
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Save on your favorite magazines

Find Great Books & Get Free Art Demos
See what's new from North Light with Jen's Picks

Your Ad Here!
Ask us how to place your ad here!

Shop with North Light and SAVE!

Learn from the World's Best Artists!
Art instruction videos from the comfort of your
home

Competition Entries Now Being Accepted!
Don't miss the chance to get your art recognized
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